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INTRODUCTION 
"Televisio11 zveatherpresenta-
tio11s with the accompanying 
111aps are part of American 
culture, as well as a business." 
we easily forget [weather 
maps] are one of the great 
i11ve11 tions of modem 
geography." 
Uses, Users, and Use Environments of 
Television Maps 
Weather maps have been part of our television environment for more 
than half a century and, as such, have become part of our culture. Weather 
maps are seen in a unique environment where users know when and 
where to tune in to see maps that they have become comfortable viewing. 
It is argued that these weather maps are good examples of animated 
cartography and complementarity in cartography. Weather programming 
on U.S. television is grouped into four types: local, national, all-news, and 
all-weather. Although it can be argued that more people see weather 
maps on television than any other type of map, these weather presenta-
tions are designed and produced by a community which includes few if 
any cartographers. The weather maps are used in many different ways, 
including a general education of the public and entertainment compa-
rable to watching a sporting event. A typology of weather map users is 
developed based on what users want to get from the maps. 
Weather maps presented on television in the United States are arguably the maps seen by the greatest number of people. The weathercasters 
with their maps are portrayed in jokes and cartoons and are written into 
television programs and movies. Television weather presentations with the 
accompanying maps are part of American culture, as well as a business. 
Like other aspects of American culture, the television weather culture seems 
to be spreading around the world. In 1997, Scharfe organized and hosted 
the fi rst international conference on Mass Media Maps in Berlin. A signifi-
cant part of the program was devoted to Weather Prese11tatio11s i11 Mass Media 
with most attention given to weather maps on television. Papers in the 
proceedings of that conference reported on television ·weather maps and 
mapping in the Czech Republic, France, Germany, and the United States 
(Scharfe, 1997). It was surprising to find The Weather Channel (Der Wetter 
Canal) on Berlin television. The channel is available in many countries, as 
are other commercial weather presentations. The nature of television 
weather programming around the world is not dissimilar to that found on 
commercial television in the U.S. 
In the recent volume Ten Geographic Ideas That Changed the World, 
Monmonier (1997) argues that the weather map is one such idea because it 
has done much to shape ou r lives, a lthough it is taken for granted. "Snap-
shot views of the state of weather are so readily available, we easily forget 
they are one of the great inventions of modern geography." (Monmonier 
1997, 40) Whi le Monmonier gives recognition to the contributions of the 
many weather maps in our midst, Muehrcke (1996) asserts that " ... less than 
half of the adult popu lation in the United States can perform even the most 
basic tasks related to using maps." lf Muehrcke is right, then many televi-
sion vie,vers get little from the weather maps. Yet, television weather rates 
very high in viewcrship among all of the news programs. Does this mean 
that all of the dynamic and colorful maps mean little to the public, or that 
weather maps fall outside the purview of maps considered by Muehrcke? 
This paper does not answer these questions specifically, but it attempts to 
provide some structure for determining how weather maps on television are 
used. 
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There are many dimensions to the study of map use. One dimension 
focuses on the users who bring varied experiences, skill levels, interests and 
motivations to the task of vie\ ... ·ing the maps. Non-users should be recog-
nized in this mi:-.. because they are people who for one reason or another 
choose not to mtike use of the weather maps that are displayed all around 
them. Another dimension in the study of map use is the viewing environ-
ment; the vvays in which viev.1ers can and will interact with the maps. In the 
case of television maps, that environment is quite constrained. Still another 
dimension of map use is the community that produces and presents the 
maps, thereb~· setting de facto standards as to what is shown and thereby 
determining or limiting hm·v the maps can be used. And finally, there are 
the many different ways maps are used by all of the people operating within 
this constrained environment. These many dimensions of map use apply to 
all types of maps and mapping. Weather maps on television are a very 
specialized form of map presentation, but within this specialized environ-
ment there is considerable variation. 
The map use environment determines the ways in which the map user can 
and will be able to interact vv·ith the map. Traditionally, maps and map use 
are discussed in terms of graphics printed on paper and in the hands of the 
user. With these paper maps, in most cases, the user has great control over 
the environment in vvhich to use the map. The user can choose when and 
\vhere to study the map, can linger over the map, can use reading aids, 
change light le\·els, make measurements, and drav,· on the map. Torguson 
(1997) looks at the dynamic and interactive environments that should come 
with electronic ntlases. In those environments, users are given control over 
interactive tools to work with maps and explore atlases. By contrast, the 
viewer of maps on tele\·ision has no control over the viewing environment. 
Television \·iewers see a map tippear on the screen only to disappear when 
replaced with tinother image. In most news stories, the viewer has little or 
no warning if a map \Viii be presented, when it is coming, or how long it 
will be shm-vn. Television viewers can only passively watch maps come and 
go on the screen. 
The map-vie\·vingenvironment of TV weather is distinctly different from 
the environment of other maps seen on television because, in the weather 
program, the types of maps and times of presentation are consistent from 
day to day. The viewer knows when to tune in and has reasonable expecta-
tions of the nature and format of the material that will be shown, \•Vi th new 
thematic information imposed on familiar map bases. And, there will be 
that familiar personality sequencing the maps and making interpretations. 
This unique viewing environment sets the use of television weather maps 
apart from all other types of map use, whether they are other maps on TV, 
paper maps, or electronic atlases. 
The relatively low resolution of tele,·ision technology imposes severe 
limitations on the presentations of map detail. Brown (1993) and Lindgren 
(1991) give oven·ie,vs of this technology as it relates to cartographic design 
and the limitations on the presentation of maps on screen. HDTV, high 
definition television, should lWercome some of the limitations of the current 
standards, and it will be interesting to see how the nature of tele\'ision 
weather m,1ps change in this new environment. 
The current low-resolution technology does facilitate the presentation of 
colorful animated maps with fla shing icons, pulsating lines, loops of radar 
echoes and satellite images of clouds, 3D fly-overs, and morphed fronts and 
air masses (Carter, 1996). Peterson (1995) emphasi7es the power of anima-
tion which" ... depicts something that would not be evident if the frames 
were viewed individually" (Peterson 1995, 48). He goes on to note that 
"There arc many di111e11sio11s to 
the study of 111ap use." 
THE TELEVISION VIEWING 
E>JVIRONMENT 
"The 11111p-I1iewing e11viro11111ent 
of TV weather is distinctly 
d ifferc11 tfro111 the e1ruiro11111e11t of 
other 11111ps seen 011 
teleziisio11 ... '' 
" ... it will be interesti11g to see 
how the 1111t11 re of telcPisio11 
weather I/laps change i11 this 
new e1rviro11111e11t. [high defini-
tion tcleuision]" 
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• •• tire re nre 111n11y exn111ples of 
cnrtogrnphic n11i111ntio11s right i11 
front of us -OJI televisio11 
wentlrer programs." 
11 
••• cnrtogrnphic 
co111ple111e11 tnrity is well repre-
sen fed i 11 most televisio11 ·wen th er 
prese11tntio11s,for it is rnre thnt 
011ly n single 111np is used to 
slroru the wen tlzer. 11 
"A 111;011e wlro looks at more 
tlrnH 011e wentlrer presentation 
011 televisio11 i 11 order to get a 
Jeeli11gfor what is going 011 in 
tire at111osphere 11111st be making 
Iris or her ow11111e11tnl 111ap ... 11 
"Wlrile television wea tlrer is map 
rich, the viewer hns no control 
oPer how to receive tlrose riches 
but docs know wlrere nnd when 
to find them." 
" ... there have been few examples of cartographic animations, due largely to 
the complexity of their creation, presentation, and cartographer's fixation 
on the printed map." Carter (1996) responded that there are many examples 
of cartogr;iphic animation" right in front o f us-on television weather 
programs.Admittedly, cartographers have not been central to designing 
and presenting those maps. The fact that these animated maps are not 
thou ght of as part of ca rtography supports Monmonier's contention that 
weather maps are so readily available that they are easily overlooked. 
These animated •.veather maps contribute to cartographic complemen-
tarity, which Monmonier (1996, 77) notes" ... seeks efficiently informative 
presentations by minimizing needlessly redundant information as well as 
by juxtaposing or integrating multiple measurements or themes needed for 
insightful interpretation." Such cartographic complementarity is well 
represented in most television weather presentations, fo r it is rare that only 
a single map is used to show the weather. Far more common is a collection 
of maps to show cloud cover, radar echoes, and the synoptic map for the 
present and a forecast for the nea r future. And, maps of temperature, dew 
points, and areas of precipitation add even more information to help the 
viewer make ins ightful interpretations. In addition to the maps, the pre-
senter interprets the patterns shown on the map, pointing out where the 
cold air is coming from, using hands and body motion to emphasize the 
movement of the fl ow around a center of lmv pressure, etc. Such comple-
mentarity is also found in the statistics given about the past weather and 
forecast conditions. 
In addition to thi s complementarity found in any one given weather 
program, television viewers frequently have the option to switch channels 
and see how another weathercaster addresses the same subject. Comments 
from friends and colleagues have indicated that the practice of looking at 
more than one \'\:eather program is common. 
\!1uehrcke (1996, 275) argues that much can be gained from doing one's 
m,vn mapping and creating one's own graphic representations where 
abstractions must be used. He makes this observation with respect to the 
grovving number who will use computer systems to make their own maps. 
Anyone who looks at more than one weather presentation on television in 
order to get a feeling for what is going on in the atmosphere must be making 
his or her own mental map, i.e., doing the abstraction. The viewer watches a 
weathercaster interpret the situation and then compares that w ith another 
interpretation, and perhaps another. It may be interesting to see one pre-
senter venture a forecast that is different from another, bu t these differences 
cannot bed iscerned unless a mental map of the ones previously seen has 
been formed. Paper maps can be laid down side by side and system atically 
compared, feature by feature. With te levision, mental images from the earlier 
viewing must be carried for comparison with the later. For many, a set of 
mental maps are being made as each person watches a presenter work 
through a set of complementary maps with complementary chatter, body 
language, and statistics. 
The environment of television weather maps is unique among all map-
viewing environments in that the vie .. ver gets to select from a variety of 
colorful, animated presentations of weather with the click of a button. 
Further, more than a single map is viewed with integrated seq uences of 
maps and complementary information under the control of a presenter who 
may be very adept at the task of presenting the material. In addition, in 
many places the viewer has the option to get still other map presentations 
about the same wea ther story. While television weather is map rich, the 
viewer has no control over how to receive those riches but does know where 
and when to find them. 
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In his history of television weathercasting, Henson (1990, 5-6) notes that 
weather broadcnsting was being done in 1940-41, before most people were 
familiar with the concept of television. World War II interrupted the expan-
sion of television, but it helped to advance the technology of weather 
forecasting. After the War, many ex-military meteorologists became the new 
television weather personalities. The news was treated with respect in those 
early years and weather was considered to be a subset of the news at large. 
Soon, television weather departed from its radio formats because, as 
Henson noted, 
The visua l nature of television demanded 'action' in the form of weather 
maps and bright, att ractive people w ho could explain them. The frontal 
theory of weather forecasting was then just 30 years old; weather maps 
had become a newspaper standby, but the workings of occluded fronts 
and high pressure ridges \\.·ere hardly common knmvledge. (Henson 
1990, 6) 
These pioneer weathercasters had to introduce to a large public such 
concepts as highs, lows and fronts. Using today's terminology, maps are 
used on television to 'visualize' the spatiotemporal nature of the atmo-
sphere by showing com ponents of weather systems moving across the land. 
ln 1952, the federal government opened the a irwaves, which led to a 
proliferation of television stat ions. By the mid-SOs, "Most cities with popu-
lations over 100,000 had a t least two stations competing for viewers ... " 
(Henson, 1990, 8). In 1982, John Coleman instituted a revolutionary concept 
by showing maps on television 24 hours per day, seven days per week 
(Henson, 1990, 99-100). Today, The Weather Channel reaches 69 million 
subscribers on cable, and ver~ions of it are subscribed to by ano ther 26 
million people around the world (Petrozzello, 1997a). With the availability 
of retransmission consent agreements earlie r this decade, LIN Broadcasting 
has developed local versions of 24 hour weather broadcasting in direct 
competition w ith The Weather Channel in select markets (Merli, 1997). 
Now, some lorn I c,1ble systems are providing AccuWeather weather 
coverage up to 24 hours per day as a complement to The Weather Channel 
(Petrozzello, l 997b). In the political climate of 1995, when public television 
came under attack and devolution of the federal government was popular 
rhetoric, A.YI.Weather was dropped from PBS for a variety of reasons (AYI 
Weather, 1995). This unique 15-minute morning program, with presenta-
tions of upper air patterns and a segment for pilots with maps showing 
visibility ratings, had been a mainstay of public television since 1978 
(Henson, 1990, 97). 
Currently, the weather presentations on television in the United States 
fall into four types: 
1) Local stations that have a 2-3 minute \<vea ther segment in the local 
news two or more times a day. The focus is on the regional and local 
weather but most presentations include an overview of the national 
pattern. The nature and quality of these maps and presentations \'ary 
greatly (Figs. 3-1-l ). 
2) f\ ational networks that have short weather segments accompanying 
their morning 'news' programs, genera lly with s implified national maps 
showing the synoptic pattern and temperatures (Figs. l and 2). 
3) Full time news channels, such as CNN (Fig. 17), having '"''eather 
segments presented throughout the broadcast day. 
-l) The \Neather Channel and, in selected areas, Local Weather Service or 
Accu Weather Local Cable Wea ther Service that present continuous 
coverage of weMher 2-l hou rs a day, 7 days per week (Figs. 15-16 and 18-
21). 
EVOLCTION OF THE 
TELEVISION WEATHER 
ENVIRO!\'MENT 
"The visual nature of television 
demanded 'action' i11 the form of 
weather maps and bright, 
attractive people who could 
explain them." 
"!11 1982, fo/111 Cole111a11 insti-
tuted a revolutionary concept by 
showing maps 011 telez1isio11 24 
hours per day, seven days per 
week." 
"Currently, the weather presen-
tations on television i 11 the 
U11 i ted States fall i 11 to fo11 r 
types: . .. " 
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J 1_..:1m· 1 . • \J,1p fm111 the \'BC 1111>mi11s l""""n1111 <<'ill1 •111ili11s. S"lde11 
li11't':' l>ch111d :;w1g/11;;;es 111 l/1c n·,•;f. 1111d c;·il tl11111dcr/1cnds dri1ppi11g mi11 
"'".,. 1'1<' .\!idu•<':'I Thi,; 111ap lws C<'<'l'l/ll1111g f>ul 11 prt':'<'lllt'r: 1111111/lcrs. 
tot. fro11t,; n•1t'1 drop ;;hadoa";, r111<I i11,;ds fc•r A/11;k11 1111.i Hml'aii. 
} ig1111· i. 
F1g11rc 2. Map .fro111 Ilic ABC 111on1111g progrn111 ;p1f'1 l•old text n11d 
large. colorf11/ in>11.; /1<>rtmyi11g the 11•eatl1er. This 111np 1111;; 110 fro11ts 1>111 
docs /rapc mmdrop>. ,;11o«;flakcs, ,;1111/111rsts. 1111d h11td1cd pnttcrm; 
slro1ci11s tire nrcns 1•( sc;•crc <tor111s. lt 11/so i11d11d<':' i11sl'fs .r..•r Alnskn 1111d 
Hmmii. T/1cre is '"' prcse11ft'r i11 tlrrs imag<'. 
Figurc .J. 
Figurl' b. 
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F1g11rc /. 
/-1g11re 8. L,·c /{1111-<1111 ,,f h'EEK-T\!, f',·,1ri11, IL, slwws t/1c /ll"L':'<'lltatio11 
,,f mdar ''II 11 /i1,·11/ /'1'<''\1'11111. Tlih I:' a 1t'i11tzr·dy large-scale 1•rc-e11t11fio11 
-11,1«•i11g (L111<1,lcn1/l/e d.-t,1il i11 t/1c (111111t1c,; o,f (L'JZfral llli11vh. T/11< i< a 
<<nnparafi·;:t·f.11 ~impfr prc~e11fatioJ1 of n1d11r imascry. 
Fig11r<"S 3-1. A S<'q11cJ1C<' tij 111ap,: w:th /11d11 Frasier, WCIA-TV. 
Ch111111111i<111, IL. cxplni11i11.;: t/1c 11•1111s t/1c clc111c11ts co111c lc>f.:t'lher to 
produce t/Jis strong cxlrn~lrnp1ca/ ;._11c/011c. 3 - slwws is11/i;1cs rfcli111iti11g 
n1/or filld :011cs rcprcsc11ti11g storm l'''t<'JZtial. 4 - is a pcrs11fftii•e Pi<'W 
,~( t/1,· central pnrt of North America ,/wwi11g a frontal l•o1111dnr!/ 
i11111,1sed l>l'CT n 111111' ;pith c/011d ((ll'CY. 5 - is the next in the St'l)llCllCe 
<t>l1er1• d1'i1' 1•1•1nt t1•111pcrat11n·:: are 1•/i1tted. 11sing di(/t'l'Cllt <olors _ftir the 
high and foil' 1•alt1.:,;. 6 - 1,; 11 loop ,,f radar i11111gen1 1110Pi11g oPer a 
larger-scale /1asc 111ap sh011"i11g the <'tm11tics ,~f East Cc11trnl llli11ois in th,· 
1'icw1J1g 11rc11. i - /i11ilds 011 tl1e 111c1•it111s 111np 11•it/J tlic additio11 of the 
_fro11tal li11t• nnd sc1711encc,; •'.f p1z/,;i11g arr(lwhead.< portri111i11g Ifie r(lfatio11 
of air 11b,111t thl' Lmu. There is c<i11;.idcral•ll' diffen·11c1• in till' 111'<1 regio11al 
bnsc 111ap> 11,;cd i11 t/1is s.1111c pre;c11f11/i(l11. 
F(.;:11rc 9. Ric Kcnrbc.11 ,it VVl/01-T\i, fr(lrin, IL, rcit/1 11 rdatit>el.11 ;.i111plc 
1111111 o( _1','ort/1 t\111cric11 (<"11t.-rcd 1111 tin· co11ti11e11t11/ U.S .. <l'it/1 l11rge 
~.1011{10/~, prohYkd tcmpcrafurc'=' tl1r tomorroa1 , and fire .;;Jation logo. 
,\',111' the liold ,;ltadO<I'; 1111d,·rl.lfi11,1: the I[,, L,; a11d tlw fro11t;< 
Figure W. Alike .'vkC/cl/1111. l\'MBO-T\'. Peorz,1, IL. put; Iii,: wl1ole 
/1t1d_11 i11ft1 tlic (ti(1rf ill ..:./Joil' l1t1te .:.11rfocc ~trea111/111e.::. 11rc _..:.p1raling iilfo 
till' Ll1tt' t"C11tcn .. d Oi'.'t_T 1wrtlrcrn /(li1 1t7. Sllcli ~tn•11111'iu1• 111ap~ tin.• u~cd 
11cca,io1111/h1 /1y tl1L· 111Mc 1<'.-!1J11ml /11<'111 <l'L'atht•rcasta,; 11•/1c11 t/1e 
>!llll'l'tic ;.it11ati,111 produ,·cs 11 /1n111il. l'l',~w1111/ pnttcm that 1·i,·1pcrs c1111 
1111d,·1·<t1md. ,\!,1tc f/1c /1,1/d str1tio11 l1•so i11 the ;.,111tl111'c<t comer n11d t/1e 
1iilrk eds,· nl.111g the _ti·,111111/ l1011nd11,.y 
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figure 11. F1g11re 12. 
Pis111·cs 11-1./ Tom Sk1//111s •if WGN-TV. t/1" Clrirngo <11pa stnti(l11 that is nrnillllilt· t(l tc11s l~f 111illio11s Pin cal1/e, is k11,1w11 for Iris c!tnllcllgil1g 
gmpilic.;. A.folly 111de<•rolog1>fs m1fclr /11111, 11/flro11gh s<1111c c<111fi'ss thc.11 11rc 11ot ccrtaill wlrnf t/1ey lrnl'<' scc11 1ykr /us progm111. ill f/11s series, tll Oil<' 
11111p ( 11 J Ire <lm<t•s the 11rcdictcd 11n•11< · ~f sc1·e1"' 1i>e11flra. /11 011e 110.\ .it //1r fol' "'<' see t!te dntc for ;p/11d1 lite jinwasf ap11lies, i11 allolltcr tin• sf11tio11 
log,1, lllld ah111g lite l•i•t/0111 is f/1f so11ra if t/1e i1iforn111tw11. T/11s is 11 lot to rend Oil a 1111111 tlrnt 111ay lie 011 fire scr1•c11 !css t/11111 5 ;ccowis. T!tc seco111/ 
111111' I 12! <'lllJ'h111s 11 (1111/asia ,,,. ni/or; 1<1 reprc;,•11f jct strcn111< C(l1H•1•rsil1g 111111 di1·ergillS al 30.000 _ft'<'/. Tl1c tl1ird 11111p IJ3i s!tm1•s fire rnrrt'l1I med 
tlnec J"•'.l<'dcd J'OSil1oll>' of t'n•11f< 1111d (c11tcr.; ,,,. t/1f Lml' ,i;·cr the 11c.rl 12 lrtlltr:>. A nlllsideml1!t• 111110111ll of fl'.rl nppcar, 011 t/1c 11111p, s11cl1 n,: 
·co111p11Lf /11ft' JN' S1\'0H' BA.\:D. ' Al /t111•1•r lcff flrc attnl111/1011 1; S11paco111p11/er :\fodd Tra(k G11id1111ce. Tlrt• fo11r/lt 11111p 11-l! <'lllpf(lyS isol•11r, 
f/Jat, 111 t/ii,; <ase, l'irnf/11 dc1•1cl flie ikptli o( Ilic .-,·111,·1· 4 Lml' l'""s1irc. Jsolwrs Ill'<' 1101 11sed co111111t•11!y <'/ ldePis11111 1ccal/1a 111nps Note that 111/ i~f 
Ski/1111s',; 111al'; c.rlt'lld 't'11111k;<l11 •'i'a Ct111ad.1. 
"To be col/lpetitiPe in this 
diuerse 111 ix, weather presenters 
must have some co111bi11ation of 
personal cha r111, reliable fore-
casts, and quality graphics." 
To be competitive in this diverse mi>.., weather presenters must have some 
combination of personal charm, re liable forecasts, and quality graphics. 
While there have always been ·weathercasters with strong meteorological 
experience, for many years the typical weather presen ta tion seemed to be 
dominated by personalities relying on comedy or sex appeal to a ttract 
audiences. Today overt sex appeal is no longer used, but a li ttle levity is still 
employed by some weather presenters, particu la rl y on the morning pro-
g rams on the national networks and some local weathercasters. By contrast, 
the wea thercasters on the all-news and continuous wea ther channels tend 
to be professional in their interaction w ith the subject matter and suppress 
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I 1g111t' 15. Figure 16. 
l 1.'\111<"' l.';-Jt;. l.\\"S i11 l11di·111111•••li- ".i 2..J-11t111r 11·calher drn1111c/ ta·d 1,1 c/1.11111d 8. lite local (111111111·ro11/ c/1111111l'i. The S1t}'<"" [),1p11lcr radar 11:.111 
t I >1 '·' <111/t>111.11i.·a//11 -11·11t"l1t\l 1111 n·s1tlar/1,1 a11d l'tt'll'<'r> 11<'1 lo m1ld1 •o1d11r cdto<'S marclt •l<"f'I'" Ilic llf"IJ' ••f crnl•al /11dit11111 11' 111,· ,.-1111 l 111c rotnlc,: 
dl11.·J.:;, 1i.,.t· an1u1td till· 4.."cutr.rl p111n! 111 /11d11111t1p<'l1..;, . Fis. lt1 11ortn1t1~ tl1t· l<'e11tl1cr4.."a!'tcr c.\pl11111111s tlit' ... 1111t1ptit..· pattcn1.;. 1.H1 a 111ap l1 1ifh ~(11/i:ed dorul 
p.11/cnr' 1111.I tr.111/, llir1I II'<' 111;.:li •'i'cr Ilic /,111d. 11' i11dirntcd l•.11 the ,:lwd<lil'.< sl1111d111g 11J'ill"I {111111 tl1l' fnmt<. R11 d,1/111/icm . . ln•uh <>II 11111/'> slw<c the 
l•c•1111d11r1t'~ o{ d1~~in1iJ111· 111r 11111~:->L • .., l'H the t.'11rtli ·~ 'urfnce 
I 111111c F. T/11" i,; 1111 ,·i:111111•t.· o( lltt' 1111i111alcd «•e11tlier 1111111 ; cn1'< 1•11 
ClvN. A,; Ilic Ji-0111, g lide 110·0,:, llii,: 111np. a l1111cr /111r slide,; 111<>11s t/1c 
/OJ' to slime iCl1<•11 tl1c 111111• s;t1111lio11 is /[•rcc.1,I lo Ofllll. T/1e J'l'<'U'l<lll 
c•( Iii<' t1111cr l•ar '' /"::111111d 11 i< dtf{imll to f(irn, ,111 the l1111a 1cl1iil' 
i:£111khi11s !lh· ~CC1ltf1t•r J11ltft'r'l' /IHli't' tl i:'t'T flit' mnp. Tlzt.· srn}'llic~ 
'}''run tt:"cd :,1 sc11c.'1"1ltt' flrt'~' 111a11~ tl'a _..; dfi•t•lc.111ed 1'_i1 a .1\"or\<'t'~it'll 
:inn C\'\ lJ,1~ i:t'{'lrkt'd dt1~c!u i:('1!ll tir.11 finn f1.l lrt'.1fc tl1i.;. '-_tt:->lcPll ,,, 
m:•.11 pn·..:.ort.1tw11. 
Fig11re 18. T/11' 1.< /1111 <Hll' of 111n1111 po.<,;1blc d1<1i<'t'' ./i11111 T/1,· Weatlla 
Clw1111cl. T/1 i .; ,, a 111111-1111111wted 1·cgio1111I 1 rm·cl Wmlhcr 111ap twer Ilic 
11ortfle,i:;lem U. S. ,/11>i1•i11i: <l'catlia 011/i1 I<' 111<' 111111111111/ /101 ·dcr. T(l 
,1riml ;•icil'<'I'"- i111"r-l11I< l1ish1my;: arc .,;lw1n1 1111d ti,;,,. a•·c labeled. 
Acrii,;;: lit<' /,11' 1•( Ilic 111111• 1;: Ille h'gc11d. inl/1 lh<' 1111111 111/c. The W,·atltt'r 
Clw1111t'I li•so, 1111d tin ,11fr<'rl io;111g it1g,1, m t/11, ,·,"c t/1111 ,1f BMW. To 
;:ati-.~1 hic11/ Pl<'H'<"''· /1111 11.fd C•'lllJ'lc.nflt. l11c11I <111/1,;llc' _li>r ccnlral 
Jlluwi=- 11rC 011cr11n 111t·d a/011s tlzc i1ottom /'t'rtitJ11 of /ltt' image. 
,1 ny hin t of comedy. Still, across all of these environments, the 
weathe rcasters note tha t it is im portant to build rapport w ith the audience 
and not appear to be too serious. 
Any discussion of the many types of maps on te ledsion requi res tha t a 
sample of those maps be shown. Because the ma ps on te levision wea ther 
programs are colorful and dynamic, they a re not captured or portrayed well 
as s tatic frames in black ;.rnd w hite. Many television weather maps have so 
little contrast in black and white that they are tota lly washed out w hen 
represented th is way. [n ad d ition, it shoul d be noted that some maps could 
A SA~PLEOFTELEVISIO>J 
\VEA THER MAPS 
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fig1m• 19. 
Fig11rc 21. 
THE WEA THERCASTING 
COMMUNITY AND MAPS 
Figure 20. 
Fig 11r1s 19-21. Thi,; 'aies of three flwmatic 11111ps are s11111ples from the 
scq11e11cc tlf scl'e11 suclr maps T lic Weatl1cr Cha1111d 11sed to explain the 
_forces producing file Nor'Easfcr f/raf s11'epf 11p fl1e coast in /ale spring 
1997. 011e 11111p shows flic ce111t•r of the High and file w11m1 G111f 
Stream. Tire flail' of Cold Air a11d fire ft'! Stream arc added fo prod11ce 
the second map. The f i1 111/ 111al' /1a,; 111oisf11rc l>iotl'i11g in off the Af/a11fic 
1111d 1111111y s1w1l' ]lakes. S11clr scq1lf'l1as <if simple. stm('?hlfonvard maps 
an• very cffr:cti1 •e i11 cxplai11i11g how part irnlar sfor111 systems form and 
e1•oh•c. Such 11111p scq1tt•11ces arc 11sed freq11mtly 011 Tlic Weather 
C/1a1111d w/1e11 S('"Uerc a11d da11111gi11g wcaf /1a ocrn rs i11 the U.S. 
not be used because the station or channel could not give permission to 
print certain types of data. 
While Americans can see weather maps of the entire world and separate 
continents on television, the maps shown here are maps of weather in the 
U.S. Many of these maps are representative of what appears in the Midwest 
during severe weather. Most of these maps were captured March 30-31, 
1998, as a large weather system moved through the Midwest. The weather 
segments were recorded on a VCR, captured in Adobe Premiere at 640 by 
480 resolution, then cut and pasted into Simple Text. The images were then 
processed in Adobe PhotoShop to scale them and convert them to black and 
white. 
The weather programs on television are the end product of an interna-
tional system of data collection, evaluation, analysis, modeling, forecasting, 
and dissemination (Carter, 1988). In extensive interviews with many 
weathercasters, it became clear that the weather presentations on television 
are first and foremost part of a business enterprise. The stations and 
channels make decisions based on the need to capture market share, 
maintain viewers, and provide a return on investment. Even the dedicated 
on-air meteorologists, while concerned with getting the right information to 
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the public, recognize their need to build audience support. Coaches and 
consul tan ts are brought in to work with weathercasters to make certain they 
contribute to the image of the station. 
O\'er the years, many cartographers have suggested informally that they 
could do a better job of designing maps for television weather presentations. 
Many weathercasters feel the same way and wish that they had the freedom 
to implement some changes. Almost without exception, the management 
and I or the art department choose the design of the base maps and the 
colors. Sometimes the weathercasters participate in the process. Many of the 
maps and graphics come from the firms that provide meteorological data, 
images, and maps to the stations. In contrast, the Weather Channel employs 
a formal team approach to map design and program organization that 
integrates representatives from all appropriate departments. They also use 
focus groups of \·iewers to guide the teams (Eck, 1997). 
Most of the local weathercasters noted that they have almost total 
freedom to organize and present the weather story, as long as they maintain 
the imilge of the station and fit the time constraints. Weathercasters have 
their preferred set of procedures. One reported that he tries to find a story 
and then sequence the maps to tell the story, while his colleague tries to 
present a shop filled with helpful products (maps) from which the viewer 
can pick. 
Although consultants report that the weather segment is the most 
watched pilrt of the local news, that segmen t is considered the 'accordion' 
because it gets squeezed or stretched regularly. Often it is shortened up to 
30% (and sometimes more), only minutes before the presentation goes on. 
Sealls ( l 994/95) d escribes the hecti c e nvironment in which the 
\'\'eathercaster prepares and presents maps on television. Based on inter-
views \·vi th weathercasters in different em·ironments, only the full-time 
weather channels seem to operate •vi th fixed time s lots that are not changed 
moments before going on-air. Preparing maps for a presentation that may be 
cut s ig nificantly affects the choice of maps and map sequences that can be 
considered. 
\:\leather programming is rated very highly in terms of audience appeal, 
by all measures. "'v\'cather-or some aspect of weather coverage-is the 
number-one news draw in 11 of the top 20 TV markets, ... 92"<> of news 
viewers say weather is something they 'really want to see CO\'Cred' in local 
news, followed by the day's local ne\'\IS (89%), li\·e coverage of breaking 
news (89" .. ) and health news (75°.,)" (Bowser, 1997, 61 ). This is consistent 
with what the local weathercasters are told by consultants, i.e., that the 
wec1thcr segment is the most watched part of the news. Henson (1989, 1-2) 
cited c,1rlier stud ies giving high rntings to television weather presentations. 
Haddad and Cress (1993) reporlcd that The Wet1ther Channel is the fourth 
most \\«"Itched of the many cable channels in the U.S. Stations pay hand-
somely to get rating<>, but detailed tclc\·ision station ratings arc proprietary. 
Although cKCess to data is limited, there is no doubt that \\'Cilthcr on 
television has a \'cry large audience. 
ln gencr<1 l. weilthcrcasters think of themselves as professionals and take 
pride in the programs they put together. Many haw had forma l training in 
meteorology and ha\'C degrees or concentrations in television meteorology. 
In add it ion to a number of good academic programs in meteorology, there 
arc grad u,1te programs emphasi/ing tele\·ision weathe rcasting, some of 
which are predominantly correspondence training for those already 
\\'Orkin~ on-air (Henson, 1990, 19-20). In many of the schools there is at 
least one course \\'here student!-. make presentations and then recei\·e 
criticisms from fe llow students, as at Pennsylvania State l!ni\·crsity (Mirsky, 
1996 ). Beyond the ,1cademic progr,1 ms, the Amcric,111 Meteorological Society 
" ... cartographers have sug-
gested i11for111ally that they could 
do a better job of designing maps 
for tefepision weather presenta-
tions. Many weathercasters feel 
the same ·way ... " 
"Preparing 111aps for a presenta-
tion that may be cut sig11ifi-
cnntly n_ffects the choice of maps 
and 111ap sequences that can be 
considered." 
" ... there is 110 doubt that 
weather 011 telet1isio11 has a Pery 
large a11dic11ce." 
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" ... it appears that acade111ically 
trained cartographers lwue not 
been able to penetrate the world 
of television weather mapping." 
" ... Brewer suggests that 
television weather has had so111e 
impact on acade111ic 
cartography." 
"It 111ay be anticipated that the 
convergence of HDTV and 
quality, large-scale digital 
databases, in combi1111tion with 
the powe1jul computer graphics 
syste111s used for ·weather 1J1ap-
pi11g, ·will lead to some interest-
ing applications of maps 011 
televisio11." 
(1997) and the National \·\feather Association (1997) have formal programs 
to certify on-air weathercasters. Annual meetings of both organizations 
include seminars and workshops designed to give weathercasters pointers 
and guidance on content, preparation, and presentations. Also, the 
weathercasters now have a place on the Web to share interests and con-
cerns (Loffman, 1997a). 
Based on many interviews with people in the television industry and 
cartographers, it appears that academically trained cartographers have not 
been able to penetrate the world of television weather mapping. It is interest-
ing to speculate why this is the case. Foremost, no one has seen the need to 
employ academic cartographers to improve the maps that go on-air. Stations 
do employ designers to build local and regional base-maps and improve the 
look of maps they use on air. Weathercasters praised one such consultant, 
Valerie Jones, for helping them come up wi th better maps. She received a 
degree in meteorology and worked on-air for a few years, then worked for 
one of the service providers as a trainer in support of on-air weathercasters 
before going on her own as a consultant (Jones, 1998). Jones has always 
been interested in maps and traces some of that interest to a great grandfa-
ther who \Vas a cartographer. One can assume her progressive experience 
within the industry positions her to provide the cartographic link to 
stations that would want such a connection. That experience gives her 
knowledge of weather mapping, the technology of the television mapping 
systems, and the design constraints of the television display. The academic 
cartographic literature has little to say about any of these subjects. 
On the other hand, Brewer (1997) suggests that television weather has 
had some impact on academic cartography. Spectral hues that cartogra-
phers once deemed to be inappropriate are now found to be more acceptable 
because viewers have been exposed to those sequences in television weather 
presentations. "Spectral hues may now be spontaneously ordered in the 
public consciousness after continuous exposure to popular spectral graph-
ics on topics such as the ozone hole and weather. The contradiction be-
tween the lack of perceived order for spectrum colors and the likelihood that 
the public is learning this code, through its use on most scientific visualiza-
tions that enter the public sphere, is a topic ripe for further research" 
(Brewer 1997, 217) 
There is reason to suggest that academically trained cartographers may 
find a place in television, but less for their design skills than for knowledge 
of cartographic databases. One of the people interviewed was hired as a 
cartographer to help integrate digital geographic databases into some of the 
more advanced weather mapping systems (Flanagan, 1998). He noted that 
some of the new databases, especially those rela ted to Doppler radar 
systems, are very detailed and are being used for maps in the news in 
addition to weather presentations. Jn another conversation, a manager 
inquired about where to get cartographic databases that would permit the 
rapid production of maps that could be used in emergency situations. 
Additionally, another person stated that many commercial mapping 
organizations are discussing ways to become more involved in the televi-
sion news industry. It may be anticipated that the convergence of HDTV 
and quality, large-scale digital databases, in combination with the powerful 
computer graph ics systems used for weather mapping, \·viii lead to some 
interesting applications of maps on television. These maps •viii owe a 
legacy to the television weather map and the audiences that have learned to 
use them. 
Weathercasting is a map-rich activity and, therefore, as forecast informa-
tion is disseminated, maps will be employed. The nature of those maps and 
the ways they are used in presentations on television reflect the combined 
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efforts of the television weathercasting community made up of forecast 
meteorologists, service providers, television management, consultants, and 
TV weather presenters. Academic cartographers do not seem to be part of 
this communjty. This absence of cartographers should not be a surprise, for 
as Muehrcke (1996, 272) notes: "Most maps are made by graphic artists and 
others not formally educated as cartographers." Television weather map-
ping fits the norm. 
This paper is based on many years of systematically vievving television 
weather broadcasts, observing the reactions of many friends and colleagues, 
interviewing weathercasters, reading anecdotal comments in the popular 
press, and delving into a fairly limited professional literature. The collection 
of uses discussed here represents perhaps only a small part of the many 
ways people use the maps in television weather presentations in the U.S., 
but it is a start in examining the use of weather maps on tele\'ision. 
Fair Weather I Foul Weather Viewing- Fair weather viewers should be 
expected to have a different agenda than when the weather poses a poten-
tial danger. When a hurricane is bearing down on the area or severe storms 
\·vi th the potential for tornadoes is present, or a blizzard is on its way, 
people take a heightened interest in the \·veather. For those in the path of 
potential danger, these weathercasts have immediate relevancy. Sometimes 
the concern will be watching for 'official warnings' and reacting to specific 
instructions. The U.S. ;\Jational Weather Service uses such television and 
radio weathercasting to disseminate ,.varnings and advisories in a govern-
ment I private partnership (World Meteorological Organization, 1996). 
In other situations, the potential for danger can be more personalized. As 
an example, when working at home at a computer and electrical storms are 
likely, it is wise to monitor the weather on TV for progress of storm cells 
moving through the local area. Knowing where your residence is on the 
local map base used to show radar, the computer can be unplugged so as 
not to suffer damage during the electrical storrn that can be estimated to 
mo\·e overhead within a matter of minutes. This immed iate feedback can 
reinforce decisions to watch the radar maps the next time such weather 
seems imminent. 
Recently, map analysis was employed in deciding to continue a sched-
uled canoe trip. The day before the scheduled event, it was cold and rainy. 
The leader deferred on cnnceling the trip until after she was able to watch 
the local weather programs as part of the late night news and make her own 
prediction on when the rain would move out of the area. Because the river 
wns some distance away, the prediction had to be based on pulling together 
a number of pieces, including the trend of the boundary of the rain zone as 
portrayed on the radar imagery. At 10:30 PM, in consultation with the other 
members of the group who watched a variety of weather presentations, the 
decision was made to cancel the trip. 
A significant proportion of the nation seems to tune in to watch severe 
weather events such as Hurricane Andrew bearing down on southern 
Florida or the 'blizzard of the century' moving across the Southeastern U.S. 
and up the East Coast. This can be fascinating for the viewer and the 
weathercasters relish the fact that they have an audience that is showing 
heightened interest in their interpretations and forecasts. In many ways, 
tele\·ision weather is like sports in that it is highly graphical, the weather 
events are short-lived, and people can see the results. ln near real-time, 
\·iewers can watch weather svstems evolve as the forecasts are revised. Like 
sports, people spend hours \~·atching storms play out on maps as experts 
gi\·e commentary.With radar and satellite image loops, there are even 
instant replays. 
USES OF MAPS IN TELEVISION 
WEA THERCASTING 
"Fair weather vieuicrs should be 
expected to !Tave a different 
agenda than when the weather 
poses a potential danger." 
"This immediate feedback can 
reinforce decisions to watch the 
rndar maps the next time such 
weatlrerseems i111111i11e11t." 
"I 11 many ways, tcll'ziision 
weatlrer is like sports i11 that it is 
highly graphical, the weat!rer 
events are short-liI1ed, and 
people can see the results." 
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"These competing services 
employ different forms of radar 
presentations to monitor the 
weather." 
"The 'School Day Forernst' on 
the Weather Channel has a 
similar Junction in telling 
parents how to dress tlzeir 
children for school. On that map 
they use icons such as coats, 
sweaters, and umbrellas." 
"Tlze World Wide Web has 
many sources of maps that 
should satisftJ pilots, so it is 
unlikely that a11y television 
system will take on the presenta-
tion of weather information 
targeted directly at pilots." 
In 1994, the Local Weather Station, or LWS, was brought on line in 
selected market areas to compete with The Weather Channel. Thedwell 
(1996) noted LWS would "give 90% local and 10% national versus The 
Weather Channel which is the opposite." In practice, those stated propor-
tions are greatly exaggerated. In Indianapolis, IN, The Weather Channel 
and Local Weather Service occupy neighboring positions on the dial at the 
high end of the cable service. These competing services employ different 
forms of radar presentations to monitor the weather. On L WS, the presenta-
tion is real-time and continuous and the viewer can watch the storm 
migrate across the map of central Indiana (Fig. 15). But to appreciate the 
motion, one mus t fix on reference points on the map and observe the motion 
relative to those points. Every ten minutes, The Weather Channel shows a 
loop of radar echoes over the past three hours. Viewers can watch these 
loops to see trends in motion across the map. These two dynamic map 
presentations complement each other and those who can toggle between 
neighboring channels can watch severe weather march across the map. 
Many weather segments are targeted at the traveler (Fig. 18). This is 
particularly true before major holidays when many people travel, or when 
snow and ice pose special problems for automobile travel. The Weather 
Channel, with its national coverage, particularly targets the traveler, 
including the business traveler who will soon fly to another location. The 
purpose of this information is to inform the person of the general weather 
conditions so they might better decide what to wear and to pack. The 
'School Day Forecast' on The Weather Channel has a similar function in 
telling parents how to dress their children for school. On that map they use 
icons such as coats, sweaters, and umbrellas. 
Pilots must contend with weather as they fly into or around specific 
occurrences. Horne (1992, 93) gave emphasis to the role of television 
weathercasting for pilots when he wrote: 
.. .it's a rare pilot indeed who doesn't consult his television as part of the 
preflight weather briefing process. For pilots without computers, graph-
ics boards, and customized software, the television has become an 
indispensable tool-sometimes the only tool-for visualizing current 
weathe r and forecast trends, as well as identifying any areas of severe 
weather. 
A.M. Weather with its upper air and visibility maps was the only 
program with a segment specifically targeted at pi lots, but it was dropped 
in 1995. No television weather program has picked up this coverage, 
although it was reported that the program would be re-instituted (DR, 
1996). The World Wide Web has many sou rces of maps that should satisfy 
pilots, so it is unlikely that any television system will take on the presenta-
tion of weather information targeted directly at pilots. 
Another set of viewers who base decisions on their interpretation of the 
television weather forecasts are the commodity traders. ln a widely dissemi-
nated article, Dishneau (1993) wrote: 
'At 12:20 p.m. on midsummer weekdays, the din at the Chicago Board of 
Trade fades as grain traders turn to small television sets scattered about 
the exchange floor ... ' to watch Tom Skilling's WGN midday forecast of 
weather for the Chicago area and the Midwest.' If Tom Skilling predicts 
more rain for the waterlogged Midwest, corn and soybean futures prices 
may soar .... Traders pay attention to Skilling for several reasons: He 
comes on when the market is open, his unusually detai led forecasts 
cover the enti re Corn Belt, and his predictions are free .... He also has a 
reputation for accuracy, earned in 1988 for his early and extensive 
coverage of a devastating Midwestern drought.' 
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Education -Local weather personalities frequently visit schools and then 
tell about their visits on their programs. Many schools have weather 
stations that provide statistical data that the local weathercasters use in 
their programs. These television meteorologists are often the only 'scientists' 
that many young people see. The Weather Channel has a formal program of 
education called 'The Weather Classroom,' consisting of programs for 
teachers to use in the classroom, a 75-page book to supplement the video 
segments (Moore, 1992), and a quarterly newsletter for educators. The 
segments a re available to teachers to record, and now they sell the series 
pre-recorded (The Weather Channel, 1997). In all of these ed ucational 
activities, little attention is given to maps. 
It is not uncommon for local stations to provide specials about weather in 
the area, particularly as tornado and hurricane seasons approach. In Spring 
1997, WRTV in Indianapolis had a half-hour special on tornadoes. That 
presentation contained a segment on how radar images are employed to 
forecast severe weather and showed examples of how different weather 
events appear on radar maps. This segment was an unusua l educational 
piece because it instructed about maps and map images. 
In general, it is assumed that a vicv,·er interested in weather knows how 
to read the maps. However, Spiceland (1997) noted that a number of viewers 
of CNf\: write in to reliuest that they put the names of the states of the U.S. 
on the weather maps because the viewers cannot recognize the states in 
outline form. A number of local weathercasters expressed concern that 
many viewers are not able to locate themselves on the local maps they use, 
but they do not know hov1.· large that audience is. Sensitive presenters seek a 
balance between pointing out places on the map as they are mentioned 
without insulting the intelligence of those viewers who are comfortable with 
the maps. Some weathercasters take pride in their ability to inject geo-
graphic comments while pointing out \'\leather patterns on maps. Loffman 
( l 997b) suggests that meteorological 1 y trained weathercasters would be 
well advised to add more advanced components to their presentations 
because he has observed that with the packaged technology there is little 
difference between the presentations of the well-trained weathcrcaster and 
the non-trained person who has on-air charisma. The conscientious 
weathercaster has an obligation to tell the story of the weather, educate the 
viewer, and provide the commentMy. 
As a different type of education, The Weather Channel often uses fairly 
simple sequences of maps to illustrate the cause and effect of specific 
meteorological events. Such a series of maps was used to explain the 
e\·olution of a \!or' easter that hit \Jew England and dumped a great amount 
of snow (Figs.19-21 ). All big weather events get such treatment including 
major blizzMds, hurricanes, a penctr.:ition of particularly cold air, heat 
'"'a\·es, e'densin? droughts, or a stagnating front leading to flood producing 
rains. \1aps in these e\planatory segments are normally presented in steps 
as each new compnnent is O\'erlaid on top of the pre\·ious map to illustrate 
the story. For example, the map sequence used to explain the evolution of 
the Nor' caster consisted of seven applications of icons or names O\'erlaid on 
the base map as a \'oice in the background described how each factor added 
to the mi\. 
By contrast, weathercasters on The Weather Channel, as well as local 
channels have employed a variety of map mo\'ies to educate viewers about 
the dynamics of the temperature departures in the Pacific Ocean as the El 
\lino e\·ent of 1997-98 unfolded. I hi-. mo\·ie dat,1 has been available from 
one or more government sites so channels can pick it up and rebroadcast 
the maps as movies. 
"These televisio11111eteorologists 
are ofte11 the only 'scie11 fists' that 
many young people see." 
" ... a 11w11ber of vieu>ers of 
CNN write in to request that 
they put the names of the states 
of the U.S. 011 the weather maps 
because tire viewers cannot 
recognize the states in outline 
arm. fi " 
"The co11scientious 
wea thercaster has n11 obi igatio11 
to tell the story of the weather, 
educate the Piewer, a11d pro-uide 
the co111111m tary." 
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"The 111nps in teleuisio11 weather 
nre the subject of promotion ns 
well ns n medium of 
ndvertisi11g." 
" ... lie wns forced to sliozu rndnr 
iJJJnges 011 ePery show eve11 011 
clenr dnys hecnuse the station 
!ind im1ested in the hnrdwnre 
a 11d they wa11 ted to show off 
their i1Zves t111e11t." 
"The sen le of weather has gotten 
down to the local city ... If the 
weather docs11 't tell the story of 
what happened 011 one viewer's 
cul-de-sac, the11 t/Jnt viewer isn't 
going to be moped." 
Some weathercasters are knO\-vn for the extra explanations in their 
presentations. Tom Skilling of Chicago's WG, -TV, a so-called super-station 
available to some 30 million households, is well known for his explanations 
of meteorological events as well as his use of a g rea t many maps (Figs. 11-
14). What he chooses to show is in part influenced by w hat the technology 
lets him create. Years ago he used a 3D grid suspended over the map 
surface to explain a dome of high pressure. This grid was viewed from a 
perspective position and the surface rose and fell with the change in 
pressure. With a change in technology he lost the capacity to do tha t 
prescnt<ltion, but gained other capabili ties (Skilling, 1995). Skilling uses 
other interesting map presentation to show a spa tial interpretation of the 
probability of precipitation, e.g., 30'Yo probability of precipitation. H e does 
this \Ni th a map of the Chicago urban area broken into a grid of square cells. 
Advertising and Promotion - The maps in television weather are the 
subject of promotion as well as a medium of advertising. On The Weather 
Channel, and sometimes on C N, many of the maps carry advertising 
along the top border of the map or in a sequence immediately following the 
presentation of the map (Fig. 18). Many of the products so advertised are 
related to weather conditions and often are seasonal. Cold medicines are 
likely to be advertised on the maps showing a Pain Index or the incidence of 
influenza. Makers of allergy re lief medicine sponsor maps of allergy 
occurrence. Tires and coffee advertisements are likely on maps showing 
travel conditions or even the synoptic conditions. Perhaps the most novel 
use of maps for advertising are the spots the Weather Channel uses show-
ing weather fans. In one ad, two fellows are sitting in a bar wa iting for 
'Weeke nd Weather' to come on . The face of the one hoping fo r a cool 
•veekend is made up as a map w ith isotherms and blue tones, while the face 
of the other who is looking for a wa rm v<eekend is covered with isotherms 
in gold and o range. 
Just as the weathercasters take pride in their map products, the stations 
compete with each other to attract viewers based on their abil ity to show 
better maps. As Doppler radar emerged as a new tool early this decade, 
stations announced that they had Doppler radar and thus viewers would 
want to watch their ne"vs programs. Similarly, when local stations add ne'"' 
systems to help with better graphic displays of maps, they are likely to 
advertise the technology to a ttract a larger audience. This need to adapt to 
graphics technology to remain competitive may have an impact on w hat is 
shown on television. Spiceland (1997) related a story from many years ago 
in which he was forced to show radar images on every show even on clear 
days because the sta ti on had invested in the hardware and they wanted to 
show off their investment. Bowser (1997, 61) suggests this attitude still 
ex ists, "There's more wea ther in newscasts today than there was five years 
ago, say market watchers. But whether more weather is a response to viewer 
demand or simply an 'if you've got it, use it' mentality on the part of station 
executives who OK spending for state-of-the-art weather equipment is open 
to debate." 
It is interesting to look at the directions of the trends in forecasting and 
presentation of weather. Henson (1990, 129-30) quotes Coleman who 
predicted that because of budget cuts, local stations \VOuld drop wea ther 
forecasting and let The Weather Channel or a dial-up service provide the 
forecasts. Almost a decade later, it appears that the local stations are 
spending the funds to get the latest technology to compete at the local level. 
Dickson (1997a, 74) quotes a meteorologist who points out that, "The scale 
of weather has gotten down to the local city ... If the weather doesn't tell the 
story of what happened on one viewer's cul-de-sac, then that viewer isn't 
going to be moved." Dickson (1997b) discu sses the technology some 
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stations have installed to be competitive. While the service bureaus make 
uvailable .l\exRad Doppler radar from the federal government, some 
stations are purchasing their own radar units so that they can have more 
control over the radar presentations and have more current data because 
there is a 5 to 6 minute lag time in getting the Ne'\Rad images (Dickson 
1997b, 79). As detailed digital map databases have become a\'ailable, they 
are being incorporated into more detailed weather map systems to compete 
forviewership. 
There are many ways to appronch an examination of the uses of weather 
maps on television. This discussion looks only at the use of maps in the 
aggregate, plus ,1 few anecdotal stories. MacEachren (1995) has examined 
the ways individuals interact \Vi th maps. Many opportunities exist to learn 
more about how indi\'iduals use the information they get from \'iewing 
\Veather maps on television. 
All tele\·ision weather presentations in the C.S. employ maps as part of their 
programs. Therefore, e\·ery vie\ving experience must take into account the 
presence of maps and in most cases, a weathercaster who is interacting 
with those maps. After studying television weather map use for many years, 
a classification of \'iewers of such maps was developed. This typology was 
sent to a number of \Veathercastcrs. Follow-up inten·ievvson the typology 
were conducted with the weathcrcasters. ln total, \\'Ca thercasters endorsed 
the typology, and one even estimated what percentage of his viewers fell 
into each category. Based on the many interviews, the typology was refined 
as below. 
Meteorology Addicts are \'iewers who understand the dynamics of 
weather systems and vvho look at the maps and loops of cloud and radar 
im,1gery to update their mental maps of the status of the atmosphere in the 
region and across the country. They want to integrate surface conditions 
with upper air conditions and appreciate maps or images showing jet 
streams, ridges, troughs, vvater vapor, and outputs from computer models. 
Weather Fans look at the maps and loops of clouds and rad,1r to see 
trends in temperature, precipitation and the migration of storm systems. 
These \'iewers hnw a general understanding of the role of humidity, fronts 
and pressure systems but do not have technical knowledge of atmospheric 
dynamics. They must have a good knowledge of the geography and place 
names of their region and the nation to be able to relate weather events to 
the larger areas. 
Locals - Show Me types define the viewers who want to see trends in 
temperature, precipitation and the migration of storm systems in the local 
area, the potential for severe weather in the near future, and the forecast for 
the next day or two. These viewers may have a good understanding of the 
ways weather e\·ents interact \\'ith local features. To use the maps, they 
must be able to understand where they are on the local maps. 
Locals - Tell Me types \'\'ant to know what happened locally in the past 
few hours, current conditions, the potential for severe weather in the near 
future, and the forecast for the next day or h.vo. They can get their informa-
tion just as well from rndio as from TV. These viewers are not likely to use 
the maps on TV, perhaps because they do not know where they are on the 
maps. 
Elsewhere'ers \\'ant to know what happened, is happening and is 
forecast to happen in some distant nrea. These viewers are interested in 
some distant place, or places, because they will soon travel to that area, they 
hn\'e friends and lo\'ed ones in that area about whom thev arc concerned, or 
they have a vested interest in what is happening around the country or in 
some other part of the world. To learn what is happening nt the distant 
"As detailed digital map data-
bases have become avnilnble, they 
are being incorporated i11to 111ore 
detailed weather rnnp syste111s to 
compete forviewership." 
A TYPOLOGYOFTELEVISION 
WEATHER \1AP VIEWERS 
"They must haven good 
knowledge of the geography and 
pince 11a111es of their regio11 and 
the nation to be able to relate 
weather eue11ts to the larger 
areas. 
"These Pi ewers n re not I ikely to 
use the maps 011 TV, perhaps 
because they do not know 7.vhere 
they are 011 the maps." 
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" ... they look at the programs to 
watch the individual perform, 
i.e., interacting ·with the many 
111aps and graphs." 
" ... individuals may fit into 
more than one type at any given 
time, or from time to time." 
SUMMARY 
"lf only nil of our maps could be 
seen by such large audiences 
with such satisfaction." 
"011 r cartographic literntu re 
and our textbooks have little to 
say nbo11 t th is most pervasive 
use of maps. " 
locations, they have to read and interpret the maps and loops of imagery. 
This category does not include those people who are satisfied by seeing a 
listing of cities showing the predicted high temperature and a single word 
about precipitation, i.e., Dallas, 85° F and cloudy. 
Storm Watchers are individuals who, during times of severe weather, 
choose to look at the weather presentations to watch storm systems evolve, 
in part as entertainment. This is particularly true of those not in the path of 
the threatening weather. For many of these viewers, watching a severe 
weather event unfold on television is comparable to others watching a 
sporting event on television. The ability to watch weather events progress 
across the country is facilitated by the 24-hour weather programs, and may 
be supplemented by the presentations of local weathercasters. 
Fans of the Presenter are those many people who see the weathercaster 
as a friendly and knowledgeable personality and they look at the programs 
to watch the individual perform, i.e., interacting with the many maps and 
graphs. 
Ho-Hum'ers is the term used to characterize those individuals who have 
little or no interest in the weather presentation but see the maps and the 
weathercaster only as the current thing on the screen. For many people, 
weather, with its many maps, is something that fills the screen until they get 
to the next part of the program, which is often sports, in the case of local 
news. Most likely, these people have never seen a full-time weather channel 
because they have no interest in the subject. 
Depending on the desire and motivation of the viewers who can read 
and understand the maps, individuals may fit into more than one type at 
any given time, or from time to time. This typology of the viewers of weather 
maps on television is offered as an organizing theme for further study of the 
nature of the use of this unique map viewing experience. 
Television weather programming in the U.S. provides exposure to maps of 
many types, even though all are focused on weather related matters. 
Arguably the greatest map viewing audience is that of the television 
weather map and the greatest number of maps made day to day are the 
maps for presentation of weather on television across the country and 
around the \VOrld. It is a big business with large audiences. Besides being a 
business, it is a means for agencies and individuals to disseminate warn-
ings and give guidelines, a means to transmit helpful advice, and an aid for 
planning activities. In the process, many people learn some geography and 
much about the atmospheric sciences. And, it happens in a unique map 
viewing environment where users can tune in at predictable times and see 
new information overlaid on a series of base maps with which they have 
become comfortable, presented by a person they are used to seeing. If only 
all of our maps could be seen by such large audiences with such satisfac-
tion. 
Essentially, cartographers have no input into the production or presenta-
tion of weather maps on television. Certainly there are artists and weather 
presenters who have had some training in cartography but seemingly 
cartographers are not an important part of television weather mapping. Our 
cartographic literature and our textbooks have little to say about this most 
pervasive use of maps. 
Although the majority of adults cannot use maps effectively, television 
weather, with its many maps, is the most popular part of the local news and 
24-hour weather channels proliferate. This seems to be a conflicting state-
ment. The typology of viewers of weather maps on television should serve 
as a foundation to learn more about what viewers want and get from 
viewing television weather maps. Television weather exists in a unique user 
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environment and it may be that the appeal and use of many complementary 
maps in this supported environment is significantly different from the 
appeal and use of maps in other environments. This is but one of many 
questions on this subject that require further study. 
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